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Introduction
For materials that fail under brittle conditions, the fracture criterion in Linear-Elastic 

Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) is widely accepted [1]. The asymptotic expression of the 
singular stress field of mode I crack tip obtained from theory of linear elasticity consists of 
the parameter IK  and the angular distribution functions [2,3]. The parameter IK  measures 
the intensity of singular stress field at the crack tip, and thus it is called as ‘‘stress intensity 
factor’’ of mode-I crack. When KI reaches its critical value ICK , brittle fracture occurs [4]. Thus, 
the single-parameter criterion based on stress intensity factor for brittle fracture has solid 
theoretical and experimental ground. For materials that exhibit significant plasticity prior to 
failure, various single-parameter criteria for elastic-plastic fracture have been proposed, such 
as J-integral [5-7], CTOD [8], CTOA [9], etc. It is still uncertain which is the most satisfactory 
criterion [10-12]. For more than half a century, efforts have been made to improve the elastic-
plastic fracture criterion [12]. The difficulty of analytical approach lies in the nonlinearity of 
plasticity and geometry, and the difficulty of numerical approach lies in the stress singularity 
at the crack tip. In contrast, the numerical approach is more feasible.

Early in the 1970s and 1980s, Rice et al. [13] first devoted to the development of elastic-
plastic finite element method, for the study of elastic-plastic fracture mechanics [13-17]. 
Thereafter, the finite element analysis of elastic-plastic deformation near the crack tip has been 
the focus of research [18-24]. Based on the elastic-plastic finite element analyses of compact 
tension specimen with ABAQUS, the CTOD estimation obtains improvements of nearly 25% 
over the existing formula [19]. However, in order to evaluate the reliability of the existing 
elastic-plastic fracture criteria more accurately, the finite element analysis technique for the 
elastic-plastic field near the crack tip has to be further improved. There are two issues that 
need special attention: 1. As approaching the crack tip, the accuracy of finite element analysis 
must be maintained; 2. Because the elastic-plastic deformation near the crack tip will reach a 
very large extent, it is necessary to mesh the crack tip finite elements appropriately to avoid 
the calculation interruption due to the excessive shape distortion of the crack tip elements.
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Recent paper [25] proved that the multi-scale finite element 
method (i.e., the element sizes near the crack tip continuously 
transit from the nanometer scale to micrometer scale and 
millimeter scale) can accurately describe the elastic singular stress 
field near the crack tip, if the refined finite element mesh near the 
crack tip can well simulate the asymptotic expression of the crack 
tip field. As the results, the difference between the numerical and 
analytical results for the stress intensity factor is less than 1% [25]. 
In reference [26], The Multi-Scale Finite Element Method (MSFEM) 
is applied to the elastic-plastic crack problem, and a multi-scale 
finite element mesh model near the elastic-plastic crack tip is 
proposed. Numerical example shows that the multi-scale finite 
element method is a promising tool for solving the crack problems 
of large elastic-plastic deformation.

The present paper focused on the application of the elastic-
plastic multi-scale finite element method in Elastic-Plastic Fracture 
Mechanics (EPFM). The Elastic-Plastic Multi-Scale Finite Element 
Method (EPMSFEM) complemented with incremental theory of 
plasticity is formulated and applied to the analysis of the fracture 
test on compact tension specimen with 304 stainless steel (304-
C(T)). The experimental curve of engineering stress vs engineering 
strain of 304 stainless steel is fitted by Ramberg-Osgood equation 
[11]. Based on the Ramberg Osgood equation, the numerical 
relationship between true stress and logarithmic plastic strain is 
obtained. The multi-scale finite element mesh near the crack tip of 
304-C(T) is optimized. So that, even if the plastic deformation of 
crack tip elements is up to a large extent, the whole calculation can 
be completed in one loading step without re-meshing. On this basis, 
the elastic-plastic stress field near the crack tip, and the plastic zone 
are first determined in sufficient detail. From the numerical results, 
it is seen that the crack tip field of 304-C(T) shows the characteristics 
of elastic-plastic stress singularity, even if the crack tip is in large-
scale yield. So, the updated Mises stress intensity factor can be 
calculated with the output data. Then, the critical updated Mises 
stress intensity factor of compact tension specimen and middle-
crack tension specimen of 304 stainless steel are determined by 
using the fracture test results of the two kinds of specimens [11]. 
Because the magnitudes of these two critical updated Mises stress 
intensity factors are related to the specimen and differ greatly, they 
cannot be regarded as a characterization of the inherent fracture 
toughness of 304 stainless steel. The research in this paper shows 
that: the elastic-plastic multi-scale finite element method can offer 
the numerical results of the mechanical parameters of the singular 
stress field near the crack tip accurately enough, it provides an 
analytical basis for the development of fracture criteria of elastic-
plastic fracture mechanics; combined with the fracture experiments 
of the cracked specimens, the elastic-plastic multi-scale finite 
element method provides an effective numerical analysis for the 
experimental verification of elastic-plastic fracture criterion.

Fracture Test of Compact Tension Specimen with 304 
Stainless Steel

In this section, the experimental results of the fracture test of 
304-C(T) are taken from reference [11]. Reference [11] presents the 
results of an experimental and predictive round robin conducted 

by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Task 
Group E24.06.02 on Application of Fracture Analysis Methods. 
The configuration of 304-C(T) is shown in Figure 1. Where W0 is 
specimen width, a0 is initial crack length. The specimen thickness 
is denoted with B. The dimensions and the experimental failure 
load fP  of 304-C(T) are listed in Table 1. Average tensile properties 
of 304 stainless steel are listed in Table 2. Where E is modulus of 
elasticity, ysσ  is yield stress of 0.2% offset, uσ  is ultimate tensile 
strength.

Figure 1: Compact tension specimen [11].

Table 1: Dimensions and experimental failure load of 
compact tension specimen with 304 stainless steel [11].

Material B mm W mm a0 mm fP kN

304 stainless steel 13 102 51.4 47.8

Table 2: Average tensile properties of 304 stainless steel 
[11].

Material E MN/m2 σys MN/m2 σu  MN/m2 kn  MN/m2 n

304 stainless 
steel 203000 265 630 745 5

In [11], the experimental engineering stress-strain curve of 304 
stainless steel is fitted by the Ramberg-Osgood equation as

                                       
n

nE K
σ σε

 
= +  

 
           (1)

where σ  and ε  are engineering stress and engineering strain 
respectively. Kn and n are strain-hardening coefficient and power 
of strain-hardening respectively. Values of Kn and n of 304 stainless 
steel, are also given in Table 2.

Formulation of Elastic-Plastic Multi-Scale Finite 
Element 

Incremental theory of plasticity
The Elastic-Plastic Multi-Scale Finite Element Analysis 

(EPMSFEA) is carried out on Abaqus [27]. The incremental 
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theory of plasticity is adopted. Because of the large elastic-plastic 
deformation, the option “NLGEOM” is set at “on” to deal with 
geometric nonlinearity. The updated Lagrange format is used when 
NLGEOM is specified.

True stress vs Logarithmic plastic strain curve for 304 
stainless steel

In order to conform to the incremental theory of plasticity, 
the input data of plastic property of 304 stainless steel should be 
expressed as true stress and logarithmic plastic strain.

In ABAQUS, true stress σ  is defined as 

= (1 )σ σ ε+           (2)

Logarithmic plastic strain pε  is

=ln(1 )p pε ε+           (3)

In which, according to Ramberg-Osgood equation of 304 
stainless steel, Eq. (1),

5=( )
745p
σε  when ys uσ σ σ< <     (4)

Using Eq. (2) to (4), the true stress-logarithmic plastic strain 
( pσ ε− ) curve of 304 stainless steel can be obtained as shown in 
Figure 2. In the figure, the curve is composed of two segments. The 
segment ( 0 0.34pε≤ ≤ ) is fitted with the experimental curve, and the 
segment ( 0.34 4.4pε≤ ≤ ) is the extended segment determining by the 
Ramberg-Osgood equation. The point =0.34pε  is corresponding to 
the ultimate strength uσ  of 304 stainless steel.

Figure 2: True stress vs logarithmic plastic strain 
curve for 304 stainless steel.

Nonlinear analysis
The failure load Pf of 304-C(T) is 47.8kN (Table 1). In order to 

prevent the plastic strain increment in each load increment excesses 
the allowed limit, the total load is divided into 1000 increments. At 
the end of each load increment, the node coordinates are updated 
to the current configuration and a new stiffness matrix is formed.

Element type
In EPMSFEA of 304-C(T), six-node triangular isoparametric 

element of plane strain (CPE6) is adopted for triangular elements, 
eight-node quadrilateral isoparametric element of plane strain 
(CPE8) is adopted for quadrilateral elements.

Finite element mesh refinement near the crack tip
In the mesh refining area near the crack tip, element sizes 

continuously transit from the nanometer scale to micrometer scale 
and millimeter scale, as showed in Figure 3. The crack tip elements 
(nano scale finite elements containing the crack tip) need to be 
shape-optimized to avoid the excessive distortion caused by the 
accumulated plastic deformation under large-scale yield condition. 
For 304-C(T), the core of the mesh refining area is a circular domain 
with the center at the crack tip. The radius of the core of the mesh 
refining area is r1=10xs (nm), s is the minimum size of the crack 
tip element. In the core, ten divisions are uniformly allocated along 
the crack surface, and five divisions are uniformly allocated along 
the ligament (Figure 3b). The 1st CTE at the left side of the crack tip 
is an isosceles triangle having a top angle of 120°. The 2nd and 3rd 
CTE lie on the right side of the crack tip. They are obtuse triangles, 
and the sum of their vertex angles at the crack tip is 60o. 4th CTE to 
7th CTE are quadrilateral elements. They are a combination of two 
triangle elements. In our calculation, the minimum size of the crack 
tip element s is set as 100, 200, or 300nm. Out of the core, in the 
remaining mesh refining area, element sizes continuously transit 
from the nanometer scale to micrometer scale and millimeter scale. 
Outside the mesh refinement area, the stress changes moderately.

Figure 3: (a) Finite element mesh of compact 
tension specimen with 304 stainless steel, (b) 
Refining mesh model near the crack tip in the inner 
circle.

The proposed optimized crack tip element mesh Figure 3 has 
achieved good results. Even if the plastic deformation of the crack 
tip element is up to a large extent, the whole calculation can be 
completed in one loading step without re-meshing. The EPMSFEA 
results of the fracture test for 304-C(T) are given in the following 
section.
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Results from Elastic-Plastic Multi-Scale Finite Element 
Analysis

The fracture test of 304-C(T) was analyzed with EPMSFEM. Pf is 
the failure load of the compact specimen. Set P be the current load 
acting on the specimen and define P’= P/Pf as the load ratio.

Plastic zone
Figure 4 shows the plastic zone of 304-C(T) with s = 300nm 

under different load ratios, P’= 0.1, to 1 (labeled in the drawing). 
The plastic zone of mode I plane strain exhibits a typical butterfly 
type.

Figure 4: Plastic zone of 304-C(T) with s=300nm.

Deformed shape of crack tip elements
Figure 5 depicts the deformed shape of the crack tip elements 

and their adjacent elements under different load ratios, P’=0.25, 
0.5, 0.75, 1.0 (labeled in the drawing). The deformation of the 1st 
CTE has unique characteristics. As the load increases, the bottom 

edge of the 1st CTE rotates around the crack tip, and the element 
continues to elongate. After 1000 increments of loading, the bottom 
edge of 1st CTE turns a large angle around the crack tip, and the 
120° top angle decreases to an acute angle, as showed in Figure 5. 
Therefore, the deformation of the 1st CTE is characterized by large 
displacement and large strain.

Figure 5: Deformed shape of crack tip elements of 304-C(T) with s=300.

Y-component of true stress and y-component of 
logarithmic plastic strain

Figure 6: Distribution of y-component of true 
stress of 304-C(T) with s=300nm.

Figures 6 & 7 describe the y-component of true stress yσ and 
y-component of logarithmic plastic strain 

p
yε of 304-C(T) with 

s=300nm along the ligament under different load ratios, P’= 0.25, 
0.5, 0.75, 1.0, respectively. r denotes the initial distance from the 
crack tip.

Figure 7: Distribution of y-component of logarithmic 
plastic strain of 304-C(T) with s=300nm.
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True mises stress and equivalent logarithmic plastic 
strain

Figures 8 & 9 describe true Mises stress and equivalent 
logarithmic plastic strain of 304-C(T) with s =300nm along ligament 
under different load ratios, P’= 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, respectively. r 
denotes the initial distance from the crack tip.

Figure 8: Distribution of mises true stress of 304-
C(T) with s=300nm.

Figure 9: Distribution of equivalent logarithmic 
plastic strain of 304-C(T) with s=300nm.

Mises Stress Intensity Factor and Singularity Index
In the elastic-plastic stress field near the crack tip of 304-C(T) 

specimen, Mises stress ( Misesσ ) may be chosen as the mechanical 
variable for the asymptotic expression. Figure 10 shows, Mises rσ −  
curves in logarithmic coordinates, when P’ = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 and 
s = 300, 200, 100nm. r denotes the initial distance from the crack 
tip. It is seen that the curve segments (the starting point r = 2snm 
and the end point in the interval of 0.0025mm ≤r≤0.01mm) given 
in Figure 10 can be approximated by straight lines. Therefore, they 
can be fitted by the following asymptotic expression,

Figure 10: Mises rσ −  curves in logarithmic coordinates 
of 304-C(T) with s = 300, 200, 100nm.

( )Mises = ,      0p
p I

K r rλσ − →             (5)

where (Kp)I is mode I Mises stress intensity factor, λp is 
singularity index. (Kp)I and λp of 304-C(T) with s=300, 200, 100nm 
from EPMSFEA when P’= 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 are calculated and 
given in Table 3.

Table 3: Values of engineering Mises stress intensity factor and singularity index of 304-C(T), (Kp)I and λp.

Load P’ =0.25 P’ =0.5 P’ =0.75 P’ =1.0

Size of CTE (nm) ( ) . p
p IK Mpa mmλ λp

( ) . p
p IK Mpa mmλ λp

( ) . p
p IK Mpa mmλ λp

( ) . p
p IK Mpa mmλ λp

300 3.171 0.7415 5.696 0.8052 9.156 0.8417 16.52 0.8475

200 4.103 0.7012 5.97 0.7969 9.564 0.8356 16.48 0.8501

100 4.019 0.7034 5.774 0.8018 9.091 0.846 15.95 0.8571

Elastic-Plastic Stress Singularity
The way to identify whether there is stress singularity at the 

crack tip by using the numerical results of finite element method 
is to see whether there is an asymptotic expression of negative 
exponent in the elastic-plastic stress field near the crack tip. 
According to Figure 10 and the asymptotic expression Eq. (5), it is 
seen that the crack tip field of 304-C(T) shows the characteristics 
of elastic-plastic stress singularity, even if the crack tip is in large-
scale yield.

Updated Mises Stress Intensity Factor and Associated 
Singularity Index

For the crack tip in large elastic-plastic deformation, it is 
appropriate to use r  instead r in Eq. 5. r  denotes the current 
distance from the crack tip (updated lagrangian coordinate). Figure 

11 shows the Mises rσ −  curves in logarithmic coordinates, when P’ = 

0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 and s = 300, 200, 100nm, respectively. It is seen 
that the curve segments given in Figure 11 can be approximated by 
straight lines.

Figure 11: Mises rσ −  curves in logarithmic coordinates 
of 304-C(T) with s=300, 200, 100nm.
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Then, the asymptotic expression is written as following,

( )Mises = ,       0p
p I

K r rλσ − →      (6)

 ( )p IK  
and pλ  

are defined as updated Mises stress intensity factor 

and corresponding singularity index respectively. ( )p IK
 
and pλ

 
of 

304-C(T) with s=300, 200, 100nm under P’= 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 are 
calculated and given in Table 4. Therefore, ( )p IK

  
also measures the 

intensity of the elastic-plastic field near the crack tip of 304-C(T).

Table 4: Values of updated Mises stress intensity factor and associated singularity index, ( )p IK    and pλ  , of 304-C(T).

Load P’ =0.25 P’ =0.5 P’ =0.75 P’ =1.0

Size of CTE (nm) ( ) . p
p IK Mpa mmλ

pλ ( ) . p
p IK Mpa mmλ

pλ ( ) . p
p IK Mpa mmλ

pλ ( ) . p
p IK Mpa mmλ

pλ

300 6.773 0.6056 16.78 0.5742 33.04 0.5418 47.7 0.5432

200 9.33 0.5549 18.56 0.5565 34.38 0.535 47.56 0.5438

100 10.66 0.5338 20.38 0.5407 34.23 0.5352 47.86 0.5419

Updated Mises stress intensity factor-based elastic-
plastic fracture criterion

Because the updated Mises stress intensity factor characterizes 
the strength of the elastic-plastic singular stress field near the 
crack tip of 304-C(T), it can be used as the mechanical parameter 
for the fracture criterion. Therefore, following the establishment 
of fracture criterion of linear elastic fracture mechanics, a single 
parameter elastic-plastic fracture criterion can be established 
according to the modified Mises stress intensity factor. 

  
( ) ( )p I p ICK K=             (7)

where, ( )p ICK  is the mode I critical updated Mises stress intensity 
factor. According to the results given in Table 5, When P’=1.0, the 
value of ( )p ICK = ( ) CT

p ICK . The critical updated Mises stress intensity 
factor of 304-C(T) with s=300, 200, 100nm is determined by tests 
as 47.70, 47.56 and 47.86 MPa mm pλ⋅  , correspondingly. The validity of 
the elastic-plastic fracture criterion based on updated Mises stress 
intensity factor must be verified by the experimental results of 
other 304 stainless steel specimens.

Table 5: Dimensions and experimental failure load of mid-
dle-crack tension specimen with 304 stainless steel [11].

Material B mm W mm a0 mm Pf kN

304 stainless 
steel 13.6 127 26.1 458

Critical Updated Mises Stress Intensity Factor of Middle-
Crack Tension Specimens with 304 Stainless Steel

The fracture experiment of middle-crack tension specimens 
with 304 stainless steel (304-MT) is reported in [11]. Figure 
12 shows the configuration of the specimen. The dimensions of 
304-MT are listed in Table 5. The experimental failure load of the 
specimen, Pf= 458kN, is also given in Table 6. The fracture test of 
304-MT was analyzed with EPMSFEM. Figure 13 shows the Mises -rσ
curve in logarithmic coordinates of 304-MT with s =300nm, under 
P’=0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9 respectively. 

Figure 12: Middle-crack tension specimen (from 
[11]).

Figure 13: Mises rσ −  curves in logarithmic coordinates 
of 304-MT specimen with s =300nm.
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Table 6: Updated mises stress intensity factor ( )p IK   and associated singularity index, pλ  , of 304-MT.

Load P’ =0.25 P’ =0.5 P’ =0.75 P’ =0.9 P’ =1.0

Size of CTE 
(nm)

   

( ) . p
p IK Mpa mmλ pλ

   

( ) . p
p IK Mpa mmλ pλ

   

( ) . p
p IK Mpa mmλ pλ

   

( ) . p
p IK Mpa mmλ pλ

   

( ) . p
p IK Mpa mmλ

300 10.486 0.5719 31.847 0.5267 89.74 0.5289 243.22 0.4773 316.44

It is seen that the curve segments given in Figure 13 can 
be approximated by straight lines. Therefore, the asymptotic 
expression (6) is also applicable to the crack tip field of 304-CM. 
( )p IK  and pλ

 
of 304-CM with s=300nm when P’ = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 

0.9 are calculated and given in Table 6. When P’ = 1.0, the value 
of ( )p ICK

 
is obtained by extrapolation. From Table 6, the critical 

updated Mises stress intensity factor of 304-MT with s =300, nm is 
determined as 316.44 MPa mm pλ⋅ .

Experimental Verification of the Elastic-Plastic Fracture 
Criterion Based on Updated Mises Stress Intensity 
Factor 

From Tables 4 & 6,

         
( ) =47.7  MPa mm p

CT

p IC
K λ⋅             (8)

  
( ) 316.44 MPa mm p

MT

p IC
K λ≈ ⋅      (9)

Then,

( ) ( ) 316.44 / 47.7 6.6
MT CT

p pIC IC
K K = =       (10)

The critical updated stress intensity factor of 304-MT is 6.6 
times of that of 304-C(T). The magnitudes of these two critical 
updated Mises stress intensity factors are related to the specimen 
and differ greatly. The difference between ( )MT

p ICK  and ( )CT
p ICK  cannot 

be neglected. Therefore, the critical updated Mises stress intensity 
factors of 304-MT, ( )MT

p ICK  , and 304-C(T), ( )CT
p ICK  , both cannot be 

considered as the inherent fracture toughness of 304 stainless steel. 
For 304 stainless steel, the elastic-plastic fracture criterion based 
on modified Mises stress intensity factor is not acceptable, because 
it has not been verified by the experiments. To establish the elastic-
plastic fracture criterion for materials such as 304 stainless steel, 
further study is necessary. 

Conclusion
 The research in this paper shows that: the elastic-plastic 

multi-scale finite element method can offer the numerical results 
of the mechanical parameters of the singular stress field near 
the crack tip accurately enough, it provides an analytical basis 
for the development of fracture criteria of elastic-plastic fracture 
mechanics; combined with the fracture experiments of the cracked 
specimens, the elastic-plastic multi-scale finite element method 
provides an effective numerical analysis for the experimental 
verification of elastic-plastic fracture criterion.
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